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ON THE COMPLEXITY OF EXACT COUNTING OF
DYNAMICALLY IRREDUCIBLE POLYNOMIALS
DOMINGO GO´MEZ-PE´REZ, LA´SZLO´ ME´RAI, AND IGOR E. SHPARLINSKI
Abstract. We give an efficient algorithm to enumerate all sets
of r ě 1 quadratic polynomials over a finite field, which remain
irreducible under iterations and compositions.
1. Introduction
For a finite field Fq and a polynomial f P FqrXs we define the se-
quence:
f p0qpXq “ X, f pnqpXq “ f
`
f pn´1qpXq
˘
, n “ 1, 2, . . . .
The polynomial f pnq is called the n-th iterate of the polynomial f .
Following the terminology established in [2, 3, 10, 11], we say that a
polynomial f P FqrXs is stable if all iterates f
pnqpXq, n “ 1, 2, . . ., are
irreducible over Fq. However here, we prefer to use a more informative
terminology of Heath-Brown and Micheli [8] and instead we call such
polynomials dynamically irreducible.
Let q be and odd prime power, and as in [11], for a quadratic poly-
nomial fpXq “ aX2` bX ` c P FqrXs, a ‰ 0 we define γ “ ´b{p2aq as
the unique critical point of f (that is, the zero of the derivative f 1). We
remark that for q even, it is known that there does not exist quadratic
stable polynomials [1].
Let DI q be the set of dynamically irreducible quadratic polynomials
over a finite field of q elements Fq and let DIq “ #DI q be their
number.
Ostafe and Shparlinski [12] have shown that for a quadratic polyno-
mial f P FqrXs one can test whether f P DI q in time q
3{4`op1q, see
Lemma 2.1 below.
Go´mez-Pe´rez and Nicola´s [6], developing some ideas from [12], have
proved that for an odd prime power q we have
(1.1)
pq ´ 1q2
4
ď DIq “ Opq
5{2 log qq,
where the implied constant is absolute.
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These results have been generalized in [7], which in particular gives
an upper bound on the number of dynamically irreducible polynomials
of degree d ě 2 over Fq.
Here we consider the question of constructing the set DI q and ex-
actly evaluating its cardinality DIq. Trivially, using the above test
from [12], one can construct the set DI q in time q
15{4`op1q. It is possible
to calculate DIq faster, in time q
11{4`op1q if one uses the correspondence
between arbitrary and monic dynamically irreducible polynomials, see
Lemma 2.2 below. Here we give a more efficient algorithm.
Theorem 1.1. Let q be an odd prime power. Then there exists an
algorithm which computes DIq in time q
9{4`op1q and constructs the set
DI q in time q
5{2`op1q.
We give the pseudocode of the algorithm in Theorem 1.1 in Algo-
rithm 3.1.
We also study an analogous problem in semigroups generated by
several polynomials under the composition.
Let f1pXq, . . . , frpXq P FqrXs be polynomials of positive degree. The
set tf1pXq, . . . , frpXqu is called dynamically irreducible if all the iter-
ates fi1 ˝ . . . ˝ fin , for i1, . . . , in P t1, . . . , ru and n ě 1 are irreducible.
Ferraguti, Micheli and Schnyder [4] have characterized the sets of
monic quadratic polynomial to be dynamically irreducible in terms of
the unique critical points of the polynomials. We also note that the
subsequent work [5] gives a representation of the set dynamically irre-
ducible polynomials via finite automata. Furthermore, Heath-Brown
and Micheli [8] have given an algorithm to test whether a set of monic
polynomials is dynamically irreducible.
Here we consider the question of how to construct the set DI qprq
of all sets of r arbitrary pairwise distinct quadratic polynomials over
Fq which are dynamically irreducible and find its cardinality
DIqprq “ #DI qprq.
In particular, DIqp1q “ DIq.
Furthermore, we use DI ˚q prq to denote the subset DI qprq consist-
ing of monic quadratic polynomials and also use DI˚q prq “ #DI
˚
q prq
for its cardinality.
Let Mpqq and M˚pqq be the size of the largest set of dynamically
irreducible non-monic and monic quadratic polynomials, respectively.
Because we consider both the monic and non-monic cases,M˚pqq in this
paper correspond toMpqq in the paper by Heath-Brown and Micheli [8],
who have proven that M˚pqq ď 32qplog qq4 in general, while for infin-
itely many finite fields M˚pqq ě 0.5plog qq2.
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It is easy that the bound (4.1) below impliesMpqq ď q3{2`op1q. On the
other hand, in Example 2.6 we present an explicit family of quadratic
polynomials which shows that Mpqq ě pq ´ 1q{2 for infinitely many q
(namely for those for which ´1 a square in Fq). Thus in the case of
arbitrary polynomials the gap between upper and lower bounds is less
dramatic than the exponential gap in the case of monic polynomials.
We note that the proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the close link
between the sets DI q “ DI qp1q and DI
˚
q “ DI
˚
q p1q, see Lemma 2.2
below. On the other hand, for r ě 2 there does not seem to be any
close relation between DI qprq and DI
˚
q prq. Accordingly, in this case
our result is weaker than for r “ 1.
We note that throughout the paper, op1q denotes the quantity εpqq,
which depends only on q (and does not depend on r) with εpqq Ñ 0 as
q Ñ8.
Theorem 1.2. Let q be an odd prime power and r ě 2. Then there ex-
ists an algorithm which computes DIqprq and constructs the set DI qprq
in time qrp3{2`op1qq`5{2 as q Ñ8 and uniformly over r.
We give the pseudocode of the algorithm in Theorem 1.2 in Algo-
rithm 4.1.
As a by-product of the ideas behind our algorithm, we also obtain
an analogue of the upper bound (1.1):
Theorem 1.3. Let q be an odd prime power and r ě 2. Then DIqprq ď
qrp3{2`op1qq`2 as q Ñ8 and uniformly over r.
2. Preliminaries
We need to recall some important notions of the theory of dynam-
ically irreducible quadratic polynomials, mainly introduced by Jones
and Boston [10, 11] (we recall that they are called ‘stable’ in [10, 11]).
In particular, following [11] we define the critical orbit of f as the
set
Orb pfq “ tf pnqpγq : n “ 2, 3, . . .u Ď Fq,
where γ “ ´b{p2aq as the unique critical point of f .
We partition Fq into the sets of squares Sq and non-squares Nq, that
is
Sq “ ta
2 : a P Fqu and Nq “ FqzSq.
We recall that for a P Fq one can check whether a P Nq by evaluating
its pq ´ 1q{2-th power, as a P Nq if and only if a
pq´1q{2 “ ´1.
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By [11, Proposition 3], a quadratic polynomial f P FqrXs is dynam-
ically irreducible if the adjusted orbit
Orb pfq “ t´fpγqu YOrb pfq
satisfies
Orb pfq Ď Nq.
Clearly, the critical orbit Orb pfq of f is a finite set. Furthermore,
by a result of Ostafe and Shparlinski [12] the size of the critical orbit of
a dynamically irreducible quadratic polynomial f admits a nontrivial
estimate. In particular, we now recall [12, Theorem 1]:
Lemma 2.1. There is an absolute constant c1 such that for
M “
P
c1q
3{4
T
for any f P DI q we have
#Orb pfq ďM.
The following result reduces the problem of counting dynamically
irreducible polynomials to such dynamically irreducible polynomials
where one of them is monic. It is a direct extension of [6, Lemma 2],
however for completeness, we sketch a proof.
Lemma 2.2. For a polynomial f P FqrXs and a P F
˚
q define
TapfqpXq “
fpaXq
a
P FqrXs.
Then for any a P F˚q , tf1, . . . , fru is dynamically irreducible if and only
if tTapf1q, . . . , Tapfrqu is dynamically irreducible.
Proof. For an a P F˚q , write ξapXq “ aX . First of all, we observe that
for a P F˚q , f is irreducible if and only if ξa ˝ f or f ˝ ξa is irreducible.
Assume, that fi1 ˝ . . . ˝ fin is irreducible for some n and i1, . . . , in P
t1, . . . , ru. Then ξ´1a ˝ fi1 ˝ . . . fin ˝ ξa is irreducible, and therefore
ξ´1a ˝ fi1 ˝ . . . fin ˝ ξa
“ ξ´1a ˝ fi1 ˝ ξa ˝ ξ
´1
a ˝ fi2 ˝ . . . fin´1 ˝ ξa ˝ ξ
´1
a ˝ fin ˝ ξa
“ Ta pfiiq ˝ . . . ˝ Ta pfinq
is also irreducible. 
In order to get the upper bound in the equation (1.1), Go´mez-Pe´rez
and Nicola´s [6] estimate the number of dynamically irreducible qua-
dratic polynomials by the number of such polynomials that there is no
square among the first Oplog qq elements of their critical orbit. Their
result can be summarized in the following way.
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Lemma 2.3. There is an absolute constant c2 such that for
K “
R
log q
2 log 2
` c2
V
and
FK “
 
fpXq “ X2 ` bX ` c P FqrXs :
f pnqp´b{2q P Nq, n “ 2, . . . , K
(
we have #FK “ Opq
3{2 log qq.
In the following we extend some results of Ferraguti, Micheli and
Schnyder [4] and Heath-Brown and Micheli [8] about dynamically irre-
ducible sets for non-monic quadratic polynomials.
First we need the following result of Jones and Boston [11] (here we
state the result in a corrected form, see [8]).
Lemma 2.4. Let q be an odd prime and let fpXq “ aX2 ` bX ` c P
FqrXs and γ “ ´b{p2aq be the unique critical point of f . Suppose
that g P FqrXs has leading coefficient e, g ˝ f
pn´1q has degree d, and is
irreducible over Fq for some n ě 1. Then g ˝ f
pnq is irreducible over
FqrXs if and only if p´aq
dgpf pnqpγqq{e P Nq.
As a corollary, we get the characterization of dynamically irreducible
sets of r quadratic polynomials.
Corollary 2.5. Let q be an odd prime. Let fipXq “ aiX
2 ` biX `
ci P FqrXs be irreducible quadratic polynomials for 1 ď i ď r. Write
γi “ ´bi{p2aiq. Then f1, . . . , fr form a dynamically irreducible set if
and only if for all integers n ě 1 and 1 ď i1, . . . , in ď r we have
(2.1) a´1i1 pfi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finqpγinq P Nq.
Proof. First assume that f1, . . . , fr form a dynamically irreducible set,
that is, each iterate fi1 ˝ . . . ˝ fin with n ě 1 and 1 ď i1, . . . , in ď r, is
irreducible. Applying Lemma 2.4 with g “ fi1 ˝ . . . ˝ fin´1 and f “ fin
we derive
(2.2) e´1pfi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finqpγinq P Nq,
where e is the leading coefficient of fi1˝. . .˝fin´1 . By induction, one can
easily get, that e “ ai1a
2
i2
. . . a2
n´2
in´1
. Then (2.1) is equivalent to (2.2).
Conversely, if fi1 ˝ . . . ˝ fin is a reducible iterate with the smallest
degree, then writing again g “ fi1 ˝ . . . ˝ fin´1 and f “ fin , we see
that (2.2) fails, which contradicts (2.1). 
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We remark that Corollary 2.5 allows us to exhibit a large family of
dynamically irreducible set of quadratic polynomials.
Example 2.6. Let q be a prime power such that q ” 1 pmod 4q and
fix b P F˚q . Let fa “ apX ´ bq
2 ` b for a P F˚q . Then the set
F “ tfa | ab P Nqu
of cardinality #F “ pq ´ 1q{2 is dynamically-irreducible.
Indeed, let r “ pq ´ 1q{2 and take a1, . . . , ar such that aib is a non-
square in F˚q for all 1 ď i ď r. We first notice that
fai1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fain pXq “ ai1a
2
i2
¨ ¨ ¨ a2
n´1
in
pX ´ bq2
n
` b, 1 ď i1, . . . , in ď r,
and in particular that fai1 ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝fain pbq “ b. We apply now Corollary 2.5
to conclude that the set F is dynamically-irreducible if and only if
´a´1i1 b P Nq and a
´1
i1
b P Nq i1 “ 1, . . . , r.
Since q ” 1 pmod 4q, we see that ´1 P Sq is a square, thus the condition
above is equivalent with ai1b P Nq, which concludes our argument.
Obviously, any subset of a set of dynamically irreducible polynomials
tf1, . . . , fru is also dynamically irreducible. In particular each polyno-
mial fi is dynamically irreducible for i “ 1, . . . , r. Then by [12, Theo-
rem 1] we have the following result.
Lemma 2.7. There is an absolute constant c3 such that for
M “ rc3q
3{4s
the following holds. If f1, . . . , fr form a dynamically irreducible set of
quadratic polynomials over a finite field Fq of odd characteristic and
Γ Ď Fq such that
a´1i1 pfi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finqpγq P Nq, n ě 1, r ě i1, . . . , in ě 1,
for all γ P Γ, then #Γ ďM .
Given b, c P Fq, it is convenient the set
Fb,c “ tfpXq “ apX ´ bq
2 ` ac ` b : a P F˚q u.
Then the sets tFb,cub,c partition the set of all quadratic polynomials.
We define the equivalent relation „ according to this partition, that is
f „ g if f, g P Fb,c for some b, c.
If the polynomials f1, . . . , fr are not all equivalent, one can get a
better bound than Lemma 2.7. For this we need a generalization of a
result of Heath-Brown and Micheli [8, Lemma 2], which also applies to
non-monic polynomials.
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Lemma 2.8. Let f1, f2 be quadratic polynomials over Fq such that
f1{f2 R Fq and f1  f2. If
(2.3) fi1 ˝ . . . ˝ fin “ αfj1 ˝ . . . ˝ fjm
with α P Fq, i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jm P t1, 2u, then m “ n and ih “ jh for
h “ 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Write fipXq “ aipX ´ biq
2 ` ci, i P t1, 2u.
Assume, that (2.3) holds. Then compering the degrees of both sides,
we have m “ n and α ‰ 0. Moreover, as f1{f2 R Fq, we can assume,
that n ě 2. Write
Fk “ fik ˝ . . . ˝ fin and Gk “ fjk ˝ . . . ˝ fjn for 1 ď k ď n,
and let dk and ek (1 ď k ď n) be the leading coefficients of Fk and Gk
respectively. Clearly,
dk “ aika
2
ik`1
. . . a2
n´k
in
and ek “ ajka
2
jk`1
. . . a2
n´k
jn
.
Put dn`1 “ en`1 “ 1, bi0 “ bj0 “ 0, cin`1 “ cjn`1 “ 0 and Fn`1pXq “
Gn`1pXq “ X . Then we claim, that
(2.4)
cik ´ bik´1
dk
“
cjk ´ bjk´1
ek
for 1 ď k ď n` 1,
(2.5)
1
dk`1
Fk`1pXq ´
bik
dk`1
“
1
ek`1
Gk`1pXq ´
bjk
ek`1
for 1 ď k ď n
and
(2.6)
ˆ
1
dk`1
Fk`1pXq ´
bik
dk`1
˙2
`
cik ´ bik´1
dk
“
ˆ
1
ek`1
Gk`1pXq ´
bjk
ek`1
˙2
`
cjk ´ bjk´1
ek
for 1 ď k ď n.
Indeed, if F1 “ αG1, then
d1
˜ˆ
1
d2
F2pXq ´
bi1
d2
˙2
`
ci1
d1
¸
“ αe1
˜ˆ
1
e2
G2pXq ´
bj1
e2
˙2
`
cj1
e1
¸
.
As both d´12 F2 and e
´1
2 G2 are monic, we obtainˆ
1
d2
F2pXq ´
bi1
d2
˙2
`
ci1
d1
“
ˆ
1
e2
G2pXq ´
bj1
e2
˙2
`
cj1
e1
which proves (2.6) for k “ 1. Now suppose, that (2.6) holds for some
1 ď k ď n. Then
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ˆ
1
dk`1
Fk`1pXq ´
1
ek`1
Gk`1pXq ´
bik
dk`1
`
bjk
ek`1
˙
¨
ˆ
1
dk`1
Fk`1pXq `
1
ek`1
Gk`1pXq ´
bik
dk`1
´
bjk
ek`1
˙
“
bik´1 ´ cik
dk
´
bjk´1 ´ cjk
ek
.
As d´1k`1Fk`1 and e
´1
k`1Gk`1 are monic, the second term of the left hand
side has positive degree, thus
bik´1 ´ cik
dk
“
bjk´1 ´ cjk
ek
and
(2.7)
1
dk`1
Fk`1pXq ´
bik
dk`1
“
1
ek`1
Gk`1pXq ´
bjk
ek`1
.
which prove (2.4) and (2.5) for k. Moreover, if k ď n´1, then from (2.7)
we getˆ
1
dk`2
Fk`2pXq ´
bik`1
dk`2
˙2
`
cik`1
dk`1
´
bik
dk`1
“
ˆ
1
ek`2
Gk`2pXq ´
bjk`1
ek`2
˙2
`
cjk`1
ek`1
´
bjk
ek`1
which proves (2.6) for k ` 1.
Finally, (2.5) for k “ n proves (2.4) for k “ n` 1.
To conclude the proof, let 1 ď k0 ď n be the maximal index such that
fik0 ‰ fjk0 . Then dk “ ek for k ě k0 ` 1, thus by (2.4) for k “ k0 ` 1,
we have that b1 “ b2.
As dk0 “ aik0d
2
k0`1
and ek0 “ ajk0e
2
k0`1
, by (2.4) for k “ k0 we have
cik0 ´ bk0´1
aik0
“
cjk0 ´ bk0´1
ajk0
.
If k0 “ 1, then c1{a1 “ c2{a2, which means f1{f2 P Fq. If k0 ě 2, then
c1 ´ b1
a1
“
c2 ´ b1
a2
,
thus f1 „ f2. 
We now obtain a stronger version of Lemma 2.7 in the case when
f1{f2 R Fq and f1  f2.
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Lemma 2.9. There is an absolute constant c4 such that for
K “
Sd
2
log log q
log 2
` c4
W
the following holds. If f1pXq, f2pXq P FqrXs are two quadratic polyno-
mials with f1{f2 R Fq and f1  f2 such that they form a dynamically-
irreducible set and Γ Ď Fq is a set with
(2.8) a´1i1 pfi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finqpγq P Nq, n “ 1, . . . , K, i1, . . . , in P t1, 2u,
for all γ P Γ, then #Γ ď q1{2plog qq1`op1q.
Proof. Put
F “
 
a´1i1 fi1 ˝ . . . ˝ fin : 1 ď n ď K, i1, . . . , in P t1, 2u
(
.
Let χ be the quadratic character of Fq and define χp0q “ 1, see [9,
Chapter 11] for a background of characters over finite fields. Then,
by (2.8)
(2.9) #Γ ď
1
2#F
ÿ
γPFq
ź
FPF
p1´ χpF pγqqq.
Expanding the products and rearranging the terms, we conclude that
there are 2#F ´ 1 sums of form
(2.10)
p´1qµ
2#F
ÿ
γPFq
χ pF1pγq ¨ ¨ ¨Fµpγqq , F1, . . . , Fµ P F ,
with some µ ď #F . As f1, f2 form a dynamically irreducible set,
the polynomials F P F are all irreducible. Moreover by Lemma 2.8
they are coprime. Thus the product polynomials F1 ¨ ¨ ¨Fµ in (2.10)
are squarefree, which enables us to estimate (2.10) by the Weil bound,
see [9, Theorem 11.23]. As F1 ¨ ¨ ¨Fµ has degree at most µ 2
K ď #F2K
we we see from (2.9) that
#Γ ď
q
2#F
`#F2Kq1{2.
Using that
#F “ 2p
K`1
2
q
as all compositions in the definition of the set F are distinct and choos-
ing K such that 2#F “ Opq1{2q we obtain the result. 
Combining the algorithm of [8, Corollary 3] with Lemmas 2.7 and 2.9
one may get in the same way the following result.
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Lemma 2.10. There is an algorithm to test whether or not a set of r
quadratic polynomials over Fq is dynamically irreducible, which takes
Oprq3{4 log qq operations. Moreover if the polynomials are not constant
multiple of each other and not belong to the same equivalent class with
respect to „, then the algorithm takes Oprq1{2plog qq3q operations.
Finally, we also need the following result.
Lemma 2.11. Let f1 P FqrXs be a monic quadratic polynomial with
critical point γ1 P Fq. There are at most Opqq quadratic polynomials f2
with critical points γ2 P Fq such that the set
Gpf1, f2q “ tfi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finpγinq : n ě 1, i1, . . . , in P t1, 2uu
has cardinality #Gpf1, f2q ď 2.
Proof. If #Gpf1, f2q “ 1, then f1 has the form f1pXq “ pX ´ γ1q
2 ` γ1
as Orb pf1q Ď G. As Orb pf2q Ď G “ tγ1u, f2 has the form f2pXq “
apX ´ γ1q
2 ` γ1.
If #Gpf1, f2q “ 2, then its elements are solutions of f1pXq “ X or
pf1˝f1qpXq “ X (as otherwise #Gpf1, f2q ą 2). Thus there are at most
Op1q choices for Gpf1, f2q. Moreover, for a fixed Gpf1, f2q “ tg1, g2u, by
the Lagrange interpolation, there are at most Opqq quadratic polyno-
mials f2 such that f2pg1q, f2pg2q P tg1, g2u. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We present an algorithm which computes the list of all quadratic
dynamically irreducible polynomials, see Algorithm 3.1.
By Lemmas 2.1, the algorithm constructs all monic dynamically ir-
reducible polynomials in Lines 3-10, while in Lines 11-12, it constructs
all nonmonic dynamically irreducible polynomials by Lemma 2.2.
To get the time complexity of Algorithm 3.1, let K and FK be as in
Lemma 2.3. Then the time complexity to obtain D˚ is
q2 ¨K ¨ qop1q `#FK ¨M ¨ q
op1q ď Kq2`op1q `Mq3{2`op1q ď q9{4`op1q.
by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. To compute D one needs further DI˚pqq ¨
q1`p1q “ q5{2`op1q many steps.
For computational reasons, the lists D˚ and D do not have to be
stored, thus to compute DIq one needs to store just the length of these
lists.
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Algorithm 3.1 Computing DI q
1: let M be as in Lemma 2.1
2: D Ð rs, D˚ Ð rs
3: for b, c P Fq do
4: f Ð X2 ` bX ` c, γ Ð ´b{2
5: if ´fpγq P Nq then
6: nÐ 2, δ Ð f p2qpγq
7: while n ďM and δ P Nq do
8: nÐ n` 1, δ Ð fpδq
9: if n “M then
10: append f to D˚
11: for a P F˚q do
12: append Tapfq to D
return D
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2
We now present an algorithm which constructs all sets of r pairwise
distinct quadratic polynomials which are dynamically irreducible, see
Algorithm 4.1. Throughout, we follow the convention, that each poly-
nomial fi is represented by its coefficients fipXq “ aiX
2` biX ` ci and
we also let γi to be the critical point of fi.
First we show the correctness of Algorithm 4.1.
Clearly Dprq Ď DI prq. To show the equality, fix tf1, . . . , fru P
DI prq. By Lines 19-21 we can assume, that f1 is monic. If tf1, . . . , fru
is dynamically irreducible, then all of its subset also does. Specially, f1
is dynamically irreducible monic polynomial, thus it is listed in Line 3.
Put
H “
 
f2 P Dq : #tfi1 ˝ . . .˝finpγinq : i1, . . . , in P t1, 2u, 1 ď n ď 3u ď 2
(
It is easy to show, that f2 P H if and only if Gpf1, f2q ď 2. Define
G “ taf1 : a P F
˚
qu YH Y Fγ1,f1pγ1q´γ1 .
If f2, . . . , fr P G, then the set tf1, . . . , fru is considered in Lines 6-8.
Thus, by rearranging the polynomials, we can assume, that f2 R G.
Fix pairwise different λ1, λ2, λ3 P tfi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finpγinq : i1, . . . , in P
t1, 2u, 1 ď n ď 3u and define
Γ “
 
γ : a´1i1 fi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finpγq P Nq : i1, . . . , in P t1, 2u, 1 ď n ď K
(
.
As tf1, . . . , fru is dynamically irreducible, fipλ1q, fipλ2q, fipλ3q P Γ (3 ď
i ď r) by Corollary 2.5, thus the polynomials f3, . . . , fr appear as
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Algorithm 4.1 Computing DI qprq
1: Dprq Ð rs
2: compute DI ˚q and DI q by Algorithm 3.1
3: for f1 P DI
˚
q do
4: H Ð
 
f2 P Dq : #tfi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finpγinq : i1, . . . , in P t1, 2u,
1 ď n ď 3u ď 2
(
5: G Ð taf1 : a P F
˚
qu YH Y Fγ1,f1pγ1q´γ1
6: for pf2, . . . , frq P G
r´1, fi ‰ fj for i ‰ j do
7: if tf1, f2, . . . , fru is dynamically irreducible then
8: append tf1, f2, . . . , fru to Dprq
9: let K as in Lemma 2.9
10: for f2 P DI qzG do
11: if tf1, f2u is dynamically irreducible then
12: ΓÐ
 
λ P Fq : a
´1
i1
pfi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finqpλq P Nq, 1 ď n ď K,
i1, . . . , in P t1, 2u
(
13: choose λ1, λ2, λ3 P tfi1 ˝ . . . ˝ finpγinq : i1, . . . , in P t1, 2u,
1 ď n ď 3u, λi ‰ λj , i ‰ j
14: for all choices of r ´ 2 vectors α3, . . . , αr P Γ
3 do
15: solve the following for ai, bi, ci P Fq, (3 ď i ď r):¨
˝λ21 λ1 1λ22 λ2 1
λ23 λ3 1
˛
‚
¨
˝aibi
ci
˛
‚“ αi for 3 ď i ď r
16: fipXq Ð aiX
2 ` biX ` ci
17: if tf1, . . . , fru is dynamically irreducible then
18: append tf1, . . . , fru to Dprq
19: for a P F˚q and tf1 . . . , fru P Dprq do
20: if tTapf1q . . . , Tapfrqu R Dprq then
21: append tTapf1q . . . , Tapfrqu to Dprq
return Dprq
solutions of the system in Line 15. On the other hand, these systems
are nonsingular as the coefficient matrix¨
˝λ21 λ1 1λ22 λ2 1
λ23 λ3 1
˛
‚
is a Vandermonde with pairwise different λ1, λ2, λ3.
Next, we estimate the time complexity of Algorithm 4.1. By Theo-
rem 1.1 one can construct the sets D˚q and Dq in time q
5{2`op1q.
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In Line 3 one can choose f1 in #DI
˚
q ď q
3{2`op1q ways by (1.1) and
by Lemma 2.2.
To construct the set H one can check DIq polynomials, which can be
taken in time OpDIqq “ q
5{2`op1q. By Lemma 2.11, we have #H “ Opqq
thus
#G ď q `#H `#Fγ1,f1pγ1q´γ1 “ Opqq.
Hence there are at most qr´1`op1q polynomials f2, . . . , fr in Line 6 to
test, thus Lines 6-8 can be taken in time rqr`1{4`op1q for a fixed f1 by
Lemma 2.10.
Next, in Line 10 we fix the polynomial f2 P DI qzG. One can do this
in #pDI qzGq ď q
5{2`op1q ways. By Lemma 2.10, one can check whether
tf1, f2u is dynamically irreducible in time q
1{2`op1q as f1{f2 R Fq and
f1  f2.
One can construct the set Γ in time q1`op1q2K “ q1`op1q. Furthermore
by Lemma 2.9, we have #Γ ď q1{2`op1q, thus one can construct the
polynomials fi (3 ď i ď r) in Lines 14-16 in
(4.1) p#Γq3 ď q3{2`op1q
ways. Finally, as f1{f2 R Fq and f1  f2, one can test if tf1, . . . , f2u is
dynamically irreducible in time rq1{2`op1q by Lemma 2.10.
Summarizing, the time complexity of Lines 3-18 is at most
DI˚q
`
q5{2`op1q ` q `#Gr´1 ¨ rq3{2`op1q
`DIq
`
q1{2`op1q ` q1`op1q ` p#Γq3pr´2qrq1{2`op1q
˘ ˘
ď rq3r{2`3{2`op1q
Moreover, in Lines 3-18 the algorithm construct at most
(4.2) #DI˚q
`
#Gr´1 `DIqp#Γq
3pr´2q
˘
ď q3r{2`1`op1q
dynamically irreducible polynomials tf1, . . . , fru such that f1 is monic.
Thus the time complexity of Lines 19-21 is q3r{2`2`op1q. This implies
that the complexity of Algorithm 4.1 is
rq3r{2`3{2`op1q ` q3r{2`2`op1q ď rq3r{2`3`op1q.
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3
In the proof of Theorem 1.2, we have shown, that there are at most
q3r{2`1`op1q dynamically irreducible polynomials tf1, . . . , fru such that
f1 is monic, see (4.2). Thus by Lemma 2.2, there are at most q
3r{2`2`op1q
set of dynamically irreducible polynomials of size r.
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